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Tribute to Neil Hindman: Mathematician and Humanitarian
Jerrold Grossman writes in his paper Patterns of Research in Mathematics that less than one percent of published math-
ematicians have more than 100 research articles in professional journals. Neil Hindman has more than 130 research papers.
This puts him in a very elite group of mathematicians. He also has three papers with the great mathematician Paul Erdo˝s.
In 1974, Dr. Hindman proved a theorem that has come to bear his name. Hindman’s Theorem is considered one of the fun-
damental theorems in Ramsey Theory. His many ﬁndings in Ramsey Theory and the algebraic structure of βN give him an
international reputation. He is clearly a mathematical star, who is compassionate about his students. Dr. Hindman has a long
record of activism in his community and in the U.S. In 1964 he joined the many college students who went to Mississippi
and other southern states to register African American voters. While in Mississippi he took courses at Tougaloo College. It
was here that he met his wife of more than 30 years, Audrey. He endured many threats and insults while working to ensure
basic American rights were enjoyed by all. He has continued his activism by giving generously to social causes that improve
the living and social conditions of everyone.
Dr. Hindman has done an excellent job of mentoring African American and students of color at Howard University. Scott
Williams, from SUNY at Buffalo, is the foremost expert on the history of African Americans in mathematics (see his web
site http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/mad0.html). In his web site, Dr. Williams writes that Neil Hindman has been the
dissertation adviser of more African American students in mathematics than anyone else. He has also been the PhD adviser
for more African American women than anyone else. In 2006, 522 PhD degrees were awarded to US citizens, with 17 going
to African Americans and 143 going to females (all these are maximums for the past ten years). Since the ﬁrst PhD in
mathematics was awarded in the U.S., there have been about 400 awarded to African Americans. Since 1987, Dr. Hindman
has produced 13 PhD students, both men and women, of various ethnic backgrounds, including eight African Americans.
While these numbers may appear small, they are very impressive when compared to the total number of African Americans
receiving PhD degrees in mathematics.
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